
 

TBC Box 2 by Luca Volpe, Paul McCaig and Alan Wong

After two years of development Luca Volpe, Paul McCaig and Alan Wong are
proud to introduce a new advanced version of our Mentalist tool which has been
an underground secret weapon of professional Mentalists for more than 10 years
now: THE TBC BOX 2.0

Over the past decade many of the world's' top performers have been using the
original version of the TBC Box in their live and televised shows and now it is
your turn to finally get your hands on this new and improved version which you
will treasure and use for the rest of your life!

The TBC Box 2.0 has many features that no other switch box has:

1. Looks like an innocent 'Ikea' style box, something that most people are already
familiar with.

2. It is the first switch box that you can assemble right in front of the audience,
fully loaded and instantly reset. (It can even hold a full deck of playing cards!)

3. The first switch box on the market that can switch back to the original billets
(normally with the classic boxes once the billets are switched you can't switch
back)

4. The box is made from high quality materials and is virtually indestructible
under repeated normal use.

5. Has a magnetic flap with an identical zipper, so when in the down position it
looks like nothing has taken place...the perfect illusion!

6. Extremely lightweight, portable and practical, at only 110 grams it packs super
flat and plays huge in any performing situation (parlor, close up and stage and
even online!)

Other info:

Measures 14cm x 14cm x 14cm when assembled

Folds down flat to just 14.5cm x 26.5cm x 1.5cm
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Chrome plated metal zippers

Material: Nylon taffeta. The same tough synthetic fabric used in making
umbrellas

TBC Box 2.0 includes:

1. A top quality, hand-made TBC Box

2. Printed booklet with 12 routines, 3 of which are Luca Volpe's professional Q&A
Act routines, that are super simple to do and require no pre-show work. Plus
other routines for Magicians and Mentalists like. We also share routines on how
to use this versatile prop for online shows!

3. Video download with explanations, ideas and handling tips

4. Files to download for the Q&A Act

5. A block supply of blank billets and a Sharpie marker

All stored for transportation in a professional luxury black travel zipper case

Don't miss the opportunity to own this fantastic mentalism tool!
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